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Minority scholars hip
policy at IFU changes

SysteID oil wells provid es
gusher for UT and A&M
MIDLAND, Texas (AP) - Winning
bidders of a silent auction of West Texas
oil and gas leases will drill for more than
petroleum on tho e desolate land .
They'll drill for knowledge.
The University of Texas System owns
the land, and the Public University Fund
will benefit when UT officials open
sealed bids from their 90th mineral lease
auction since they began leasing the land
71 years ago.
"No other state has that kind of oil
available for higher education," said
Land Commissioner Garry Mauro, chairman of the Board for Lease of
University Lands and an A&M graduate.
"It's made Texas A&M and the
University of Texas universities of first
class."
The rent payments and oil royalties
from UT lands go directly into the state's
Permanent University Fund, established
in 1838 by the Republic of Texas.
A 1923 gusher from a Reagan County
well, the Santa Rita No. 1 now on display at UT-Austin, turned huge tracts of
semi-lucrative grazing land into a 2.1
million-acre mint.
Cattle till graze tr , and more than
1,000 acres of wine grape also are in

production, complete with a full-scale
collegiate winery near Fort Stockton. Oil
remains king, however.
Thanks to a deal cut between the UT
and A&M systems in the 1920s, when
UT alumni ruled the Capitol, Texas'
endowment fund receives two-thirds of
the PUF money, compared to a third for
A&M schools.
That's why the UT system's $5.2 billion portfolio of securities ranks second
behind Harvard nationally. But don't cry
for the Aggies: they rank seventh at
more than $2.2 billion heading into
1996, according to a study by the
National Association of College and
University Business Executives.
Most schools invest heavily in the
stock markets, and none owns anywhere
close to the petroleum interests the UT
and A&M systems have.
"Holdings in oil and gas make up well
under 1 percent on average of any given
institution' investment portfolio," aid
Robert Shepko, a sociate director of
finance and management at NACUBO.
The PUF funds about 10 percent of the
systems' budgets, mostly for capital
improvement projects with a little scholarship money ]~ft over.

~

MIAMI (AP) - Hispanics will no longer qualify for
minority scholarships at Florida International University,
because they are no longer a minority.
Scholar hips based on ance try will no longer be available to Hispanic students - mostly Cuban - because of
new federal civl rights guidelines. It's yet another sign of
the time in Dade County, which recently elected its first
Cuban-American mayor.
Reacting to the new rules for ethnicity-based scholarships, FIU will contact donors of two dozen scholarships
and ask them to rewrite eligibility requirements, said Toni
Margulies-Eisner, FIU assistant vice president for equal
opportunity programs.
Hispanics make up 49 percent of the FIU student body -up from 38 percent a decade ago - and thus do not meet
the U.S. Department of Education's standards for being
under-represented.
FIU will continue to provide scholarships for under-represented minorities, and the university's merit scholarships and need-based financial programs will not change,
Margulies-Eisner said.
The makeup of the FIU student body reflects the
changes in South Florida's population and demographics
over the past decade: It is 27 percent white non-Hispanic,
down from 45 percent; 14 percent black, up from 8 percent; and 3.5 percent Asian and Asian-American, up from
2 percent.
The U.S. Department of Education informed universities of the new guidelines last year.
"We're trying to tay as close to the intent of the donor
a we can," Margulies-Eisner said.
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Family Dining... Main Entrees
• FRESH. DELICIOUS SEAFOOD
• TASTY SOUPS
• SIZZLING. JUICY STEAKS
• DELIGHTFUL APPETIZERS
• EXQUISITE POULTRY DISHES
• GREAT SANDWICHES
• GARDEN FRESH SALADS
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Vice president for academic affairs

Gomez to retire in August 1997
Dr. Rudolph Gomez, vice president for
academic affairs at UTPA, has announced his
retirement, effective Aug. 31, 1997, from a
university administrative and teaching career
that has spanned more than 30 years.
A Wyoming native who earned his Ph.D.
from the University of Colorado at Boulder,
Dr. Gomez came to UTPA in 1991 as the chief
academic officer and professor of political
science.
''Next August, I will retire as both vice
president and professor of political science,"
he said. "I really appreciate the president, the
faculty and the students of UTPA for their
support and for the many uncounted
kindnesses and courtesies that I have been
extended during my stay, but it will be time to
step down and move on.
UTPA President Miguel A. Nevarez said Dr.
Gomez "could well be proud of the
university's academic achievements,
particularly during his tenure."
"He has very ably guided our Division of
Academic Affairs through one of the most
exciting periods in this institution's almost 70year history," the president noted.
"We've experienced unprecedented growth;

Dr. Rudolph Gomez

with the help of the South Texas Border
Initiative, we've been able to expand our
academic offerings, especially at the graduate
level; we've introduced our fir t doctoral
programs; and we've been able to begin
strengthening our admission tandards as

Night <>f
at the
UTPA Media Theater
with the

we've steered the institution toward its rightful
place as a comprehensive university," Dr.
Nevarez said. "I very much appreciate the
many contributions Dr. Gomez has made to
these efforts."
Before corning to UTPA, Dr. Gomez served
four years as president of Western New
Mexico University in Silver City, six years as
vice president for administration at The UT San Antonio and six years as graduate dean
and director of research at The UT- El Paso.
A Fulbright Professor of Political Science at
The Catholic University in Lima, Peru, in
1967, he also has taught at UTEP, Memphis
State Univer ity, the University of Denver and
Colorado College.
The Rawlins, Wyoming, nati ve received his
bachelor of science degree in political cience
from Utah State Uni ver ity, a master of arts in
political science from Stanford Univer ity and
his Ph.D. in political cience with an emphasis
in public admi ni tration fro m the Uni ver ity of
Colorado.
Dr. Gomez said his retirement plan are to
"move to Wyoming, grow cabbage and play
with my granddaughters."
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Jazz

Jim Cullum Jazz Band
Direct from the San Antonio Riverwalk

Thursday, November 21, I 996
7p.m.

----·······························································---Tickets On Sale November 1, 1996
at the University Center 305
UTPA Students with valid ID $2.00
UTPA Faculty/Staff or Seniors with valid ID $4.00
General Public or at the Door $6.00

Adllanced ticket sales required for discount, for further
information call (210) 381-3676

- - --·······························································-----Sponsored by The Office of Student Activities, UPB, The Office of Student Development,
Office of Housing & Student Life and The UTPA Music Department.
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UTPA Polic e
respo nd to
bomb threa t
Joe Zambrano
News Editor

The univer ity police re ponded to a call Saturday of a
po sible bomb found behind the men's dorm.
"We re ponded to a call from the men' dormitory about a
uspicious homemade object," said Corporal James Loya,
campus police officer.
Jose Aguilar, a re ident of the men's dorm, found what
appeared to be a 1 liter soda bottle filled with a fizzing blue
liquid and tin foil, according to a UTPA police report.
The police report show no evidence of hrapnel being
attached to the bottle.
According to Edinburg Fire Chief Johnny Econmedes, the
bottle was apparently a prank.
"It wa a hoax. The clear pla tic bottle wa filled mainly
with Windex and ome aluminum but this could have
exploded," Econmedes aid.
The fire department di posed of the object by placing the
bottle in a campu tra h can filled with and, and relea ed the
pres ure.
Loya empha ize that students hould not approach any
uspicious looking object .

r------- --------- ---~,
Would You Like To Be Paid to Study?
Check out a new course offered by Alpha Plasma!

Course Description

Hours

Provide Plasma to earn extra
cash and save lives.

7 days a week
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Requirements

Prerequsite

Age: 18 to 69
Weight: 11 0 lbs. min
Good Health
Student I.D.
No history of Hepatitus

1)Need extra
income.
2)Willingness to
provide a product
that others need
3)Knowledge that
you can not get
AIDS from giving
plasma.

Expected Result
Extra money(up to $100 in 2
wks) Good grades & the
satisfaction of knowing you
have provided a product that
might help save a life.

Dennis Segarra testifies
before the National
Transportation Safety
Board In hearings Involving
the May 11 cruh of
ValueJet flight 592 In the
Florida everglades.
Segorra loaded the boxes
that contained the oxygen
containers on flight 592.
Investigators believe that
144 oxygen containers carried lo the DC-9's cargo
hold Ignited or fueled a fire
that led to the crash.

KRT

Festivitie s light campus grounds
Students, faculty, alumni and familie are invited to the third annual
lighting of the campus at 7 p.m.
Dec. 3 in the Fine Arts Complex.
Entertainment will include carol
singing, a visit from Santa Clause,
and refreshment .
After the perfomance tudents,
faculty, staff and Alumni A ociation
members may attend the Univer ity
Theatre' pre entation of Charle

Dickens' A Christmas Carol.
For three years the President's
office, Alumni Association,
International Women's Board, and
the Univer ity Activities Committee
have worked together to provide
lights and a lighting ceremony.
This year students in music, communications and health sciences have
joined in the program.
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We have received new merchandise and we're proud to
pass the Savings to You!
Lingerie Outlet has Famous Name Brands
at Below Factory Prices!

32A- 38C
All Lace
All White

Famous Brand

,tG $2~e?

s2300

Reg . Panty & Bikini
Assorted Styles,
Colors, & Sizes

Time
Approximately
2 hours a week.

FIRST DONATION - $20 With student
I. D. Up to $100 in just two weeks!

Famous Brands

-SU,U $1 ~?

Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study while donating. It's like
being paid to study!

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER

Nylon S-M-L
One Style-White

s1000

Store Hours: Mon. - Sat., 10 a.m. - p.m.

Register
for $50 gift
certificate

LINGERIE MANUFACTURER

ID OUTLET

100 SOUTH BROADWAY, McALLEN, TX
687-7256 (DIVISION OF VANITY FAIR) 687-7256

Register
for $50 gift
certificate
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SAAC propos es new studen t fees
Lydia Puente
The Pan American

Three new fee proposals were
brought before The Student
Affairs Advisory Committee at
their meeting Friday.
Library Director Dr. Elinor
Folger Foster submitted a request
to raise the graduate locker fee of
$5 a semester to $10.
This fee, which is refundable
and optional for students, helps to
defray the cost of new locks.
The committee, noting that the
cost of new locks is estimated to
be $7, recommended the fee be
increased to $7 instead of $10.
The second fee request is from
the Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Department, which is requesting
the creation of a instrument users
fee of $10 per course.
The fee, which is for students
enrolled in Clinical Laboratory
Sciences classes, will pay for the
maintenance and replacements of
microscopes and other equipment

used in the lab .
Dr. Karen Chandler, coordinator
of the program, said both tudents
and faculty support thi new fee.
The third and most debated fee
proposal is a ten percent increase
in various housing fees.
The fee that might be
increased include room rates,
deposits, linens, installment fees,
and late payment fees.
The revenue generated from
these fees will be used to improve
the residence halls, to increa e the
per-day charge for the dorms, and
to eliminate other budget needs.
Monica Trevino, Student
Government representative for
SAAC, said she didn't support the
increase because she felt the matter needed more student input.
"I just felt the students were not
properly notified and that we
needed to speak with them more
before we recommended it,"
Trevino said.
Another student representative,
George Guajardo al o oppo ed
the fee.

"My primary rea on for opposing it is that tudent have always
paid a certain amount for the
dorm and by in large they are not
happy with it and now they are
being asked to pay more for the
ame ervice," he aid.
The committee split their votes
on thi is ue.
The committee further recommended that if the increa e did
gain approval that the revenue be
u ed only for improvement for
the dorms and that the university
should make building new dorms
a higher priority.
The Department of P ychology
and Anthropology also requested
a tudent insurance liability fee of
$15.
This fee, which will be charged
to graduate students, will be used
to cover the cost of insurance and
ha already been approved by the
administration.
The comment that SAAC
makes are ent to the Pre ident's
Council for further review and
then either recommended or dis-

approved by the council for further action by the President.
The proposal are then sent to
the UT System Board of Regents
for final approval.
The Pre ident's Council, which
met on Monday, recommended
and approved all fee proposed.
Neal Rieke, assi tant to the
president, said while the council
approved of the increase in dorm
fees, they agreed with the suggestion SAAC made.
"We certainly endor e and are
in favor of using the proposed
revenue for upgrades and
improvements in the residence
halls," he said.
Rieke also said President
Nevarez recommended the
Univer ity Planning Committee
should make building new apartments and residence halls a higher
priority.
The fee proposals will be
brought to the UT System Board
of Regents in February.

GREEK OLYMPICS

SUMO RELAY RACE AT 9 PM
ALSO, YOU CANNOT MISS THE FAMOUS

TE~MS
~0MPETINS

FOR CASH & PRIZES
ALPA KAPPA PSI (AKY)
$1 BUD ICE (NOON TILL 2 AM) FREE VIDEO GAMES TILL 11 PM
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSO. (AMA)
75¢ DRAFT AND WELL DRINl<S NOON TILL 2 AM NO COVER WITH ANY COLLEGE ID AM. S. MECHANICAL ENGINEERS (ASME)
$1 BUD ICE (NOON TILL 2 AM)
~~

10~ 0~~ ~ IN PUB & GRILL ROOM WITH CONTEST

,r~ ~~~'¾:ii~~~~
FREE :i~ffi@ lmllft~~~JiliG
IN COWBOY PIT

GREATEST HITS OF SO'S AND DISCO

AT 12 MIDNIGHT.

71~ ~ V~f!-f!- @f!-®~a~®

Screwdrivers, Salty Dogs, Tequila Sunrise, Tom Collins, Cuba Libre,
Whiskey Sour, Bloody Mary and Scotch & Soda

ST. SO. MANUF. ENGINEERS (SSME)
I TAP A KEG (ITK)
LASO (LASO)
GAMBLING GILD (GG)
FENSS

\
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Hints for cooking tom
Whether it's your fir tor 51 t time cooking a holiday meal, you may
the roa ting pan, making it easier to carry and carve. Slicing the breast
have que tion about preparing your Thank giving turkey. The followmeat is easy with the wings out of the way.
ing preparation and cooking tip may be of help.
In ert oven-safe meat thermometer into the thickest part of the thigh.
• Thawing the Turkey: Refrigerator thawing i recommended.
Brush or rub skin with oil to prevent drying of the skin and to enhance
However, if ho1t on time, ubmerge the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , the golden color. Place in a preheated 325turkey in cold water. Thawing the turkey
degree F oven.
at room temperature allow bacterial
When the skin is a golden color and the turkey
growth and i not recommended.
is about two-thirds done, hield the breast loose• Refrigerator thawing: Thaw brea t
ly with a tent of lightweight foil to prevent overide up in it unopened wrapper on a tray
cooking of the breast.Use this roasting schedule
in the refrigerator. Allow at least one day
as a guideline, start checking for <loneness 30
of thawing for every 4 pounds of turkey.
minutes before recommended end times:
• Cold water thawing: Place breast
10- to 18-pound turkey, unstuffed, 3 to 3 1/2
down in its unopened wrapper in cold
hours.
water to cover. Change the water every 30
10- to 18-pound turkey, stuffed, 3 3/4 to 4 1/2
minutes to keep the surface cold. Estimate
hours.
minimum thawing time to be 30 minute
18- to 22-pound turkey, un tuffed, 3 1/2 to 4
per pound for whole turkey.
KRT hours.
•Stuffing the Turkey: Stuff the turkey ju t before roa ting, not the
18- to 22-pound turkey, stuffed, 4 1/2 to 5 hours.
night before. U e 1/2 cup tuffing per pound for turkeys weighing up to
22- to 24-pound turkey, unstuffed, 4 to 4 1/2 hours.
10 pound . For turkey weighing more than 10 pound , u e 3/4 cup
22- to 24-pound turkey, stuffed, 5 to 5 1/2 hours.
tuffing per pound.
24- to 30-pound turkey, unstuffed, 4 1/2 to 5 hours.
Stuff both cavities lightly. Stuff the neck cavity fir t, then tum the
24- to 30-pound turkey, stuffed, 5 1/2 to 6 1/4 hours.
wing back to hold neck kin in place or skewer if kin is too short;
Turkey is done when the meat thermometer reaches the following
tuff body cavity, but there i no need to trus or skewer it clo ed.
temperatures: 180 degrees F to 185 degrees F deep in the thigh; also,
Place extra ruffing in foil or ca erole dish and cook along ide the
juice should be clear, not pink when thigh muscle is pierced deeply.
turkey during the la t hour of roa ting or until the tuffing's center i
170 degrees F to 175 degrees Fin the thickest part of the breast, just
160 degrees F to 165 degree F.
above the rib bones. 160 degrees F to 165 degrees F in the center of the
• Roasting the Turkey: Place thawed or fre h turkey, brea t up, on a
stuffing, if turkey is stuffed. Let turkey rest for 15 to 20 minutes before
flat rack in a shallow pan, 2 to 2 1/2 inche deep.Tum the wing back to carving to allow juices to distribute evenly.(AP)
hold the neck kin in place. This al o levels the turkey and balances it in
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WEDNESDAY · LIVE MUSIC
Moon Dogs

THURSDAY - POOL TOURNAMENT

FRIDAY - $5 PITCHERS TILL 7
SATURDAY· DAILY SPECIAL
$1.25 MARGARITAS

SUNDAY· FOOTBALL SUNDAY
Free BBQ
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Trimming the fat off the holidays
Fat f~e~ corn bread dressing
. The followrng recipe for practically fat-free Old-Fashioned Com Bread Dressing
1s from Sandra Woodruff, a registered dietitian, and author of "Fat-Free Holiday
Recipes" (Avery Publishing, $13.95).
Old-Fashioned Com Bread Dressing:
1 cup chopped onion
1 cup thinly sliced celery (include leaves)
l l/2 teaspoons dried sage
1 teaspoon poultry seasoning
1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper
2-3rds cup chicken broth
2 egg whites, lightly beaten
For the Corn Bread:
l 1/2 cups whole-grain cornmeal
2 teaspoons baking powder
4 egg whites, lightly beaten
1 l/4 cups nonfat buttermilk
I teaspoon butter-flavored extract

To make the com bread, combine the commea_l and baking powder in a large
bowl. Stir to mix well. Add the remaining corn bread ingredients, stir to mix well.
Coat a 9-inch square pan with cooking spray. Spread batter in pan. Bake in a 400degree F oven for 20 to 25 minutes, or until a toothpick inserted in the center of the
bread comes out clean and bread begins to pull lightly away from ides of the pan.
Cool completely.
Remove the corn bread from the pan and crumble into a large bowl. Add lhe
remaining ingredients. Toss to mix well.
Coat a 2-quart casserole dish with non tick cooking pray. Loosely poon the
stuffing into the di h. Bake uncovered at 325 degrees F for 45 minutes to I hour, or
until heated through and lightly browned on top. Serve hot. Makes 12 servings. (AP)

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

We Honor,

Student Discount card

A

The University of Texas-

•

ran America
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7:00 A.M. • 10: P.M.
(Sun. Thurs)

7:00 A.M. , Midnight

(Fri' Sat)

LA CASA -(/ DEL TACO
Authentic

Slim down your holiday meal with the following suggestion from Sandra Woodruff, author of "Fat-Free Holiday
Recipe "(Avery Publi hing, $13.95).
Ba te your turkey with broth, sherry or white wine instead
of fat. During cooking, cover the turkey with foil to retain
moistnes . Then uncover the bird during the last 30 minutes
o that it turns a beautiful brown.
When making your gravy, pour the pan juice into a fat
eparator cup. Thi device has a spout that goes to the bottom of the cup, allowing you to pour off just the broth while
the fat, which ha ri en to the top, stay in the cup. If you
don't have a eparator cup, pour the juices into a bowl, and
add a few ice cube . The fat will then ri e to the top and
harden, where it can be easily skimmed off.
Moisten your dressing with broth in tead of fat. For added
nutrition, try u ing whole-wheat bread instead of white.
Then, instead of u ing salt for flavor, add lots of celery,
onion and other vegetables, as well as herbs and spices.
Get the fat out of side dishes and casseroles. For example,
make your ma hed potatoes with butter-flavored sprinkles
and skim milk, nonfat yogurt or nonfat sour cream. When
making casseroles, u e nonfat cheese , nonfat sour cream
and low-fat cream soup . Lighten your salads with nonfat
mayonnai e, nonfat our cream and fat-free salad dressings.
Modify your holiday des ert recipe . U e evaporated skim
milk in pumpkin pies; substitute egg white for whole eggs;
reduce sugar by 25 percent. Choo e fruit-ba ed de erts like
cobblers and fruit crisp. instead of cakes and pastries.(AP)

'/I

Mexican food

EL BOSQUE :\P:\RL\IE\TS
1609 West Schunior • Edinburg
Quality Living In A Lush, Tropical Setting At

SUPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE RATES!
•
•
•
•

Spacious 1, 2, 3, Bedroom Floor Plana
Two Swimming Pools
Large Cabana Area with Bar-8-0.ue Grills
Caring On-Site Management

• Walking Distance to Pan Am University

• 24 Hour Maintenance Service
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Thank giving, the fir t in a three part series
of holidays, draw up image of pilgrims,
indians and the golden bird.
The thought of turkey draw up many
images of mom basting the bird the night
before and of mells of the rich aroma upon
fir t arising from sleep that donates energy
like the smell of Folgers coffee in the mommg.
Not everyone will be as fortunate to have a
table full of food or gorge themselves on the
succulent bird, cranberry sauce and pumpkin
pie.
Thus, try to reflect and remember while the
table is full and company is about - someone
down the street is starving. Someone around
the comer is homeless. Someone in the alley
is climbing into a dumpster for their feast.
Reflect on Thanksgiving. We give thanks to
God for what we have - family, friends and
the basic needs to survive - but everything
could change with a hurricane, flood or a
loss of a job and find ourselves with nothing,
homeless and starving.
Remember - The someone could be you. Be
thankful.

ARE YOU FLUNKING?
~
9,

~

~ ,.__-~___::,

~

STHISYOU?

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

DO NOT WORRY! If you are experiencing one or more
of the ymptoms below, you may be suffering from a newly di covered bacterial infection- Stupidius Maximus Cocci.

Happy Thanksgiving.

:)~y-

PATH OF INFECTION

COMMON SYMPTOMS:
1. The uncontrollable urge to
party and get drunk the night
before an exam.
2. The inability to wake up in the
morning for class during the
school week.
3. The reccurring inability to
take notes during lectures.
4. Chronic procrastination
Stupidius Maximus Cocci viewed through

If you are experiencing any of
these symptoms see you doctor
Immediately!!!
For more information call 1-800 AM I-DUMB.
~ ~
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a scanning el tron microscope

5. A G.P.A. below passing.
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Recent statistics show that, as
of the twelve week of the eme ter, the number of flunking student in universities across the
United States ha reached epidemic proportion .
-Dr. Mal Practyz
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lout<an
Dear Sir;

Dear Editor,

In respon e to your Editor's Call in the November 14th edition I submit this
letter along with signatures of classmates that feel a I do. You were in error
and showed bad judgment in your "CALL" and having that cartoon of a ituation about which you did not thoroughly inve tigate.
Aie students safe you asked, ye , they are very safe. The coaching staff at
UTPA are ome of the best! Their attention i always focused on their clas
and the students welfare is paramount.
To link Yadira Martinez's accidental drowning to thi wa a low blow!
Swimming class, as I under tand is conducted in a rather large pool and a
coach nor the students in a class ee everything. The Coach you refer to is our
Coach and a great one at that! He ees students do any number of things and
he is one a student could not fool for long. He doe not have poor eye sight.
He i human. You took, "It's their business," out of context.
Allegedly, is the word you forget the meaning of. Your paper described a
young lady standing there allowing a young man to fondle her as she helplessly did nothing. Was she without a hand to slap, or was her mouth tuffed with
an object. To fondle her the way your paper de cribed, omeone would have
noticed.
Now, here are some FACTS for you:
FACT I: No decent woman allows a man to fondle her in the manner your
paper de cribe without screaming or lapping.
FACT 2: This girl went to the coach 2 weeks after and told him, "Coach,
that guy touched my ass, excu e me for using that word." The Coach then
questioned the guy and he denied it. Case clo ed? o, the Coach now know
to keep an extra keen eye on the e two student o this would not happen
again, if it really did or not.
FACT 3; Your report of this incident wa so biased it makes the Mudents
wonder how competent thi paper is.
Coach Ogletree i a caring Coach, one who a student (male or female) can
go to in confidence and talk with. One who is like talking with a Dad or
Grandpa. One is comfortable with him and can relate any problem (m or out
of class) with.
Any mental car that might be suffered will be scars that our Coach carry
inflicted by your paper or the guy accused. This young lady would not want
me on her jury. lf your new papers account of her story is as she told-SHE
LIED! Unle s she cannot peak and had two broken arms, it never happened.
I do not ay he (Mr. Reyes) did not touch her, whether by accident or playfully, but never to the extent she claimed unless she was participating until the
end and afraid some one saw and might tell her husband. There are any number of things that can alter this story, but you do not lay the blame at the door
of a Coach. Two week past, and you were told by the Coach that he did not
wish to comment. Thi matter had led to an arrest and a comment on the
Coach's part would not have been proper. It was no longer any ones business
except the laws .
Coach Ogletree's busmess 1s the students he has, not your paper. He was
right not to comment. Every student is laughmg at a girl who could not yell or
slap, not at a Coach or a guy who may be innocent. GET THE FACTS!

- Judy ervoss
Enclo ed are signatures of tudents who were offended by you when you
offend their Coach and their intelligence.
Editor's 11ote . Eight students signed their names 011 a piece of notebook paper that
was attached to the letter, unfortu11ately the names ca11 1101 be printed due to tire
unreadability of some of tire names.

Dear Editor:
\ Larry King how, Barbara Walters said of David
Last night on C
Brinkley, ·'He is a class act. a good friend and a great man ." I could and do
apply the same tribute to coach Al Ogletree . That a callow, mismformed, illinformed. and unmformed would-be ed1tonalist could ,o distort Mr. Ogletree\
character is shameless and d1scred1ts both The Pan American and the professwn of Journalism . Al Ogletree has brought more honor to this umvers11y during hi. tenure than an, other md1V1dual. he 1s above reproach and should be
congratulated. not insulted. The wmningest active college ba.seball coach. Mr.
Ogletree has received virtually unanimous praise for thii. integrity and sportsman hip from opponents, players, students. umpires, and, yes, even reputable
journalist . In the absence of a printed retraction, I offer this public apology for
The Pan American

Dr. Roland H. Lyford
Professor of English

I am writing thi letter with regards to the article written on November 14, I 996
que tioning the ability of the swimming coach to conduct his class. This article is
very controver ial and extremely degrading. An article such as this is demeaning
and is very di re pectful. I feel that anyone who knows Coach Ogletree was offended by this insulting article, to say the least.
The information pre ented about the death of the student in Coach Ogletree's
cla s was incorrect. The tudent did not die because the teacher was not able to see
her, or even save her, but because of physical problem that she had which Coach
Ogletree wa unaware of he did everything in his power to try and save her. The
controversy and arcasm built up from this even addened hi heart more. Coach
Ogletree is an extremely incere and devoted man, and he treats all of his tudent ,
player , and fellow teachers with re peel and common courtesy. Regardle of the
situation, he would do anything to help out anyone at any time.
The article que tioned Coach Ogletree's ability to maintain a safe learning environment for hi tudents as well a hi eye ight. r find these comments absurd and
downright disgu ting. Anyone who know Coach Ogletree can relate to this. There
should have been a more thorough inve tigation before misleading and fal e accusation were printed. Something like thi could destroy the integrity and reputation of
a man that has been an a et to thi University for thirty years.
Coach Ogletree has dedicated hi life to this institution, and he has done everything in his power to better each and every student and player. He comes to his job
everyday not for the money, but for the pure satisfaction he receives from being
here. Many times he has declined better offers to coach at other Universitie
because of this ati faction.
The harassment incident in the swimming pool was blown way out of proportion
and need immediate attention. It seems like the girl that was harassed would
scream or a yell when she was penetrated or her breasts were fondled. I am not aying that this is not pos ible, but I do find thi very unlikely. College students are
supposed to be adults. Con. idering that the students in thi s class are adu lts, it seems
like someone would have noticed something out of the ordi nary. In addition, r
would not expect her to inform the instructor two weeks after the incident occurred.
Furthermore, it seems that Coach Ogletree would have to question other students
and make sure that he had his facts straight before he took any action upon either of
the students.
He 1s one of the moM well respected men in the game of baseball. When Pan Am
i referred to in any other city or state, people always ask, "How is Coach Al?" He
did not gain this respect from people by being a crooked individual in life or in
ba~eball. but by being a truthful and honest man. Speaking negatively about coach
Ogletree is like cussing John Wayne. A man with such merit should be given respect
from students and editors and not a target for negative public11y.

John 8. Bailey, and Benjamin M. Phillips
Dear Editor:
I am replying to the article which appeared in the ovember 14 issue of The Pan
American , and the accusation made by the editor referring to Coach Al Ogletree . I
believe that these were malicious accusations toward a highly respected member of
the faculty at UTPA . I do not believe that you could print such garbage and untrue
lies about how this incident unfortunately happened.
Ok. let's get down to the facts! There was indeed a sexual assault on a young
woman and appropriate actions were taken by law enforcement officials. I do
believe in my heart that when Coach Ogletree restrained from any comment except
"That' their business.," he was not expressing a sexist opinion toward women, but
a simple reply that such a hemous crime should be dealt with by proper authorities.
Proper action were taken and an arrest was made. So where do you get off printing
such literary bullshit which in my opinion almost as bad as the crime itself.
And who do you, M1a-Mariosol Buentello, President of the Latina Student
Organization, think you are? Because the editor prints such crap in The Pan
American. he rallies up students like yourself to make unfair accusations which
"demand the resignations of such sexist professors." Ogletree handled the situation
properly by letting the police do their job. You are intelligent enough to reali1e that
an offense such as this should be handled by the police, not faculty. Coach Ogletree
1s by no means a sexist, but a kind gentle man who treats everyone with dignity and
respect. Maybe you should do the same'
And about the comment. "Are students safe?" Yes. students are safe! There are
always going to be problems with society where certain unfortunate incidents may
occur which make you reah,e that this 1s not perfect world. Yadira Martinez. the
young lady who passed away last summer in a swimming class. did 111 fact go into
cardiac arrest while in the pool which ultimately led to her death . There was
absolutely no negligence on behalf of Coach Ogletree, which was proven later by
authonues.
I have come to the conclusion that the editor of The Pan Amencan needs to get
his facts straight before a member of our faculty or anyone else for that matter
become prematurely accused and publicly crucified. I believe that a public apology
is in order to Mr. Al Ogletree.

Matt Peters

Thursday • November 21, 1996
To the editor:

Dear Editor:

I am deeply upset about how you portrayed Coach Ogletree in your caricature and editorial in The Pan American November 14, 1996 issue. You gave an impression of false pretext and false insurance of the competence and reliability of a UTPA professional instructor.
Concerning the alleged sexual harassment incident at the swimming pool, I agree it took
talent to molest someone and not have that someone say anything with about 30 students
present in the shallow end of the swimming pool.
Furthermore, you quoted Coach Ogletree on the incident as saying "It's their business."
1bis quote was incorrect because Coach Ogletree had no comment at the time because the
case was pending and any comments by Coach Ogletree would be inappropriate.
Mr. Waltz, your story on November 7,1996 was based on a police report, and your followup in the editorial was your own opinion which shows your Jack of professionalism in
the journalism field and proves that there are some people who still practice cranial rectal
inversion.
At the present time, there is a petition being circulated which asks for Coach Ogletree to
apologize to the female student who was allegedly molested. Apologize for what? Mr.
Waltz, first and foremost, YOU need to apologize to Mrs. Skaggs for placing her picture in
the November 7, 1996 issue next to the assault article. A majority of the students, faculty,
and staft thought the photo was of the allegedly molested female!
As for Mrs. Buentello's opinion, she did not get all the facts either. She is using her
position as President of the Latina Student Organization to publicize fa! e facts. Coach
Ogletree DOES care about what happens at the swimming pool. When the female student
informed him of what had occurred, he immediately told her to inform campus police.
Furthermore, use of Coach Ogletree's mother as an example and the chopping off of a genital area shows that Buentello has very poor taste. Mrs. Buentello should get all the facts
before opening her mouth.
Coach Ogletree has done an outstanding job as a swimming instructor, is a profes ional
of 20 plus years, as well as being UTPA's most respected and loved Baseball coach.
Ruben Perez PH3(SW) US R

Editor's nolt· As reported in the news story on Nov. 7, Coach Ogktree did say he would not comment on /ht
sexual assuall incident; howtver, he gavt no indication for the rtason other than the quoit and made other references.

Congratulations! The Pan American has accomplished its goal of increased readership - at least temporarily. Unfortunately it was done by employing Tabloid
Journalism and besmirching the reputation of one of the university's most respected
and loved members - Al Ogletree.
The unwarranted attack came in the form of a caricature and two articles in the
November 14,1996 issue on pages 8 (sic October 31,1996) and 9. It should be the
responsibility of any reputable newspaper to report the facts to the best of its ability
and shy away from half-truths and innuendoes.
I have known and worked with Al Ogletree for over twenty six years and while be
is not sacrosanct, be most assuredly is not " ... indifferent and sexist..." toward the students under bis supervision. How well do the writers of the aforementioned know Al
Ogletree? If they had been part of the tragedy this past summer, they would have seen
a most caring and sympathetic man as he struggled with the death. They would have
also seen the students from the swimming class rally to his support and give testimony
of the safety present.
The caricature presents a false impression of what allegedly happened. It shows a
female protesting loudly and with visible body language about the harassment. If
indeed the female reacted in the manner depicted, the other students and instructor
would have noticed. The incident is being investigated through proper channels and
hopefu!Jy truth will prevail.
The Editor's Call article was inconsistent. On the one hand, the word 'alleged' was
used over six times, yet the article left the impression that the portrayal was factual? A
key paragraph in part states" ... take talent... put their hands underneath someone's
swimsuit without any one noticing ..." is the crux of the matter. Apparently no one
noticed! There were 30 other pair of eyes in addition to Al Ogletree's.
The first Your Call article was initially not so condemning of Al Ogletree. Instead it
correctly reprimanded the newspaper for not "wait(ing) until all the facts were on the
table." and " ... in ensitivity.. in reporting this allegation." However, the article violated
its own admonitions by" ... demand(ing) the resignation of such sexist professors ... "
Are all the facts on the table?
ln closing, there has been a serious allegation made that is impacting the lives of
several people. Let the process have time to sort out fact from fiction and correct
remedies taken. Don't add fuel to the fire by inappropriate gossiping.

Dr. Layne Jorgensen, Chair
Department of Health and Ki.nesiology

The Studen t Health Services is proud to presen t:

Male Well ness Day
ATTEN TION STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF:
FREE Prosta te, Testicu lar & Rectal Cancer Screen ing & Couns eling

Prostate cancer is the 2nd leading cause of cancer death in Males in Texas. Men over age 40
are at higher risk. Hispanics are at a higher overall risk than anglos, hispanics from the TexasMexico border account for over 50% of all prostate cancer reported in Texas.
Testicular cancer is rare overall, but extremely high in the 20-40 age group. The incidence of
testicular cancer among hispanic males is unusually high in the Rio Grande Valley Region.
Rectal & colon cancer is the 3rd leading cause of cancer death in Texas. The incidence among
hispanics is higher and the rate in some countries in the RGV is abnormally high.
All three of these cancers are easily detected, even in the early stages, through a simple manual
& rectal examination.
For Information and Appointments Call:
Student Health Services
In Collaboration with Physician Assistants Studies
Emilia Hall Rm 103
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Office Manager

NEED TO FILL POSITION
IMMEDIATELY

BENEFITS:
• Opportunity to earn 23 to 30K + salary d.o.e.
• Health Insurance &
• 401 K Retirement Benefits.
Hard working, self-starting, bilingual individual with
minimum one of the following.

•Associates Degree in Accountint back.ground
•Vocational Degree.

75¢ Drinks Specials
~

I I

T'1 i

~ ■-.

c.-

RESPONSIBILITIE_S;
•Accounts payable & recei\ able
•Data entry
•Payroll
•Some clerical & man. ri. l dut
•Work extended hours 1t tkLce-..a y

SEND RESUME OR APPLY IN PERSON TO:
200 East E>.pressway 83. San ],um, TJ;.. 78589
Or call: (210) 787-8787

ow
n
CRE The
75¢ Drinks 75¢ Beer 8 - 10
Kbt10 ,c ALTERNATIVE

PARTY TIME!
LETS GO!

INTERNAEIEINAb NIGH.T

LA MEJOR MUSICA EN ESPAHOL Best Of MTVs 120 Minutes

.A.JP INTERNAffONAL

P'1LR1~Y KARAOKE
Sing. Sing. Sing

MES'l' NSW PSOPLE
FUNTRJPTO

MONTERREY
Nov. 29. 30 Ir Dec. I
• Well Equlped Bus. with
TY, VCR ,Stereo, W.C.
• Hotel Royalty****
Includes Two (l)
Breakfast

TOUR:
PlANETARIO
PlAN€TAR/Uf'1
BOSQUE MAGICO

A.IN PARK
C.N,CPDA COLA D€
CoJlAl.1O
HOil>€ TAIL fALIS
GRUTA~ D€ GARCIA
CARC~ CAI/ET
• All Tours are Paid
• Oprional: Rodeo Farww and/or
The Hores, D,sco in Town

HURRY
SEATS

For Information Call
Alberto Rodriguez
Ph: (21 0) 585-6697
Deadline 11-22-96.
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Gloria Garcia

The annual Bronc Olympi s held Friday, and spon ored
by the Univer ity Program Board included 11 campus
organization that provided a fruitful turnout for this year'
event.
The li t of organization include La Placien, Society of
Mathematician , Youth Catholic Mini trie , Delta Zeta,
Juventud Hi pana, Univer ity Republicans, Accounting
ociety, RHA, SSHLA, H&K club, and American
Marketing A ociation.
The 11 organization participated in three event ,
including an inclined rope ladder that tudents had to climb
without falling; Velcro Olympic , which involved going
into a tunnel with velcro wall dre ed in a Velcro jump uit
as fast as po ible, and finally, the slamdunking chambers,
that lead mto a path of "dummy'' bowling ping that are
knocked down to get to your de tination with a basketball.
Also included in the activities were everal strategic
game , pa ing an egg on a fork and running the "people"
ack races.
The event, organized by UPB President Belinda Garcia
and orchestrated by Coordinator of Campus Activities
Richard Ker haw, promoted school spirit and gave
organization a chance for future involvement, Kershaw
aid.
'This provides an excellent opportunity for student
organizations to have fun and to get to know each other,"
he aid.

(
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Reproductive Services
613 SESAME DRIVE WEST

•

IIARLINOEN

In association with AdopUon Affiliates

Providing choices In Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (Ist t 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treabnent
family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services

ORTHOPAE DIC
INSTITU TE
Specializing in Sports Medicine
Arthroscopic Outpatient Surgery of the shoulder and knee.
Bill Snyder, M.D.
Mike Sweeney, M.D.
Orthopaedic Surgeons

Outpatient Surgery for Adults and Children
Athletic injury Fracture Care
Joint Replacement On-The-Job Injuries 2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

FOK INFORMATION CALL:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800--464-10 1 l'lexlco: 95-800-010-1281

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen

Licensed bf the TetaS Department of llealth

You should .spend you-r college
yea.-r.s 1-li.sdy. Study
ha.I'd, have fun. and
car-r-y an Associates
Maste-rC.a-rd• C.ar-d.
You can get.

•

.30-'J.'J:2.1%1,U

Tel. 210.686.2669

CONVfNIENT APPOINTMENT SCHfDULINC. DAY AND EVENING HOURS

prepaid pk0%J.e card

• a creclit li:rie u.p to .$Z,SOO

r
8
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Crossword Madness
ACROSS
1 Iron hoOk for
landing fish
5 Helicopter ttem
10 Peruse
14 Towatd shelter
15 Sheep-Wee
16 Therefore
17 Ground grain
18 Meri
19 Jungle king
20 Price quote
22 Citrus fruit
24 Not any
25 Applaud
26 Wooded area
29 Boon

STAMPEDE

33-mode
34 Name
36 Danger

37 Gambling game
39 Pale yellow
41 Well, mentally

42 Happening
44 Tl.t>e or

sanctum Siert

46 Qolong

47 Fated
49 New

51 Fruit drtnkS
52 Goddess of
youth
53 Ptu1o, e.g.

56 Traveling
entertainer
60 Pealed
61 Corrupt morally
63 Invisible

emanatlon
64 Satanic

65 Specialized
vocabulary
66 Seafood ttem
67 Wan
68 Aims
69 Assist

9 Do a cobbler's
job

10
11
12
13
21
23
25
26
27

28
29
30
31
32

DOWN
1 Plucky

2 T avem drinks
3 Heroic aclJon
4

Cat

5 Visionary
6 Egg-shaped

7 Mosaic piece
8 Single

Falls bad<
Ireland
Excited
Finished
Largest amount
Grating sound
lmmac1Jate
Lost color
Martini garnish
Hurries
Mox together
Angry
Forty- (gold
seeker)
Gather bits of
grain

35
38
40
43

Attempts
Sna~
Relics
Ocean
movement
45 Takes as booty
48 Irritate

50 Discomec1
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-52 Depend
53 Make ready,

briefly
54 Volcanic outpu1
55 Blue dye

2%o
Vision Care
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FUNDRAISER • Motivated
groups needed to Mm $500+,
promotlng AT&T, Dlscower,
gu and retail cars. Since
1969, -·ve helped thousands
of groups ralse the money
they need. Call Candice at
(800)592-2121 ext. 196.
Free CD to qualified callers.

LOSE WEIGHT
Free Cleanslng Soup Recipe
Plus Fat Fighters Caplets
Free 3-day Trial Available
Send $2 and SASE to

Recipe Dept. P11
210 E. Sprague
Edinburg, TX 78539

MO -TECH
DJ's
Music for all occasions
210-781-1694
Charlie

OPTOMETRI T

WE NOW PROVIDE SAME DAY
EYEWEAR ERVICE
E ve Exams • Contact Lenses
·
• Fa. h1 on Evewear

1313 S, 1Ofh

■

56 Chinese dynasty
57 Regulation
58 Of an age
59 Lighting device
62 Assistance

Prescriptwn Oakley Eyewears &
Oakley unglasses Auatlable At

Dr. Fred Farias,

■ ii ,

(Ne•I to Luov

;J

630-2020

2 DOORS SOUTH FROM PREVIOUS LOCATION

Translations • Spa.Eng.
General typing • Resume
Tenn & research papers
Laser Printing, spellcheck
Free estimates
Pab1cla • 380 · 3535

Future Teachers Master the EXCetlll
Money Back Guarantee
www.excet.com

ANYTHING GOES TYPING
Professional
Fast & Affordable
Computerized type
Editing
664-2922
Call Ray

department, 6:30 p.m., dinner
and program, University
Ballroom.

Lady Bronc basketball
vs. Oral Roberts University,
time TBA. Fieldhouse.

TUl:_6DAY

Lady
Bronc basketball vs . Texas
A&M-Kingsville,
5 p.m.,
Fieldhouse.

3
Senior Recital, Eddie
Mendez, trumpet, 8 p.m.,
Recital Hall.

Philosophy Club
meets Noon -1 LA 111.
Lecture: "How Xenophobic is
Germany?"

TLJl:_6DAY

2-8 "A Christmas Carol,"
by Charles Dickens at the
University Theatre.

TOD AY

\v'!:_DNl:_6DAY

TOD AY

Career Day for
engineering students. 9 - 3 p.m.
in Lobby of Engineering bldg.

TOD AY

Workshop for
UTPA Club Secretaries on how
to organize a student club 2:30 3:30 p.m. UC 307.

UT Pan
American Band Concert, 8 p.m.,
Fine Art Auditorium.

La t day to drop or withdraw
through the Office of
Admissions and Record .

TOD AY

\v'!:_DNl:_6DAY

f RID AY

Residence halls close for
Thank giving holidays at 6:30
p.m.

Showcase (Band)
Noon - 1 p.m. UC Circle.

Pool & dart tournament, ponsored by UPB, 3 6 p.m. Rec room in UC.

6ATLJRDAY

Bronc
basketball v . McMurry
University, 7:30 p.m. ,
Fieldhouse.

6AT

c

6UN

Renais ance Fea t by music

Martin's

28-30

Thanksgiving
holidays. No classes.

*

1)cec~l,c~

3
Lighting of the UTPA
buildings and carol singing for
the holiday ea on 7 p.m. Fine
Arts complex.

3

7

UT Pan American
Folkloric Dance Company in
concert with the UT Pan
American Mariachi, 2 p.m., Fine
Arts Auditorium.

7

Bronc basketball vs.
Angelo State, 7:30 p.m.,
Fieldhouse.

8
UT Pan American
Folkloric Dance Company in
concert with the UT Pan
American Mariachi, 2 p.m., Fine
Arts Auditorium.
I O Valley Symphony
Orchestra and Chorale, holiday
pop concert, 8 p.m., McAllen
Civic Center. (Call 630-5355 for

•rrl
AUTO AIR CENTER

s13

[3C~~il~~121 North 2nd. St. • McAllen Tx. 78501

PRICE GOOD THRU 11/30/96

AIR CONDITION

118 N. 12TH ST. ·

Service & Installation
and Repair
CARS & TRUCKS

11 <>~00<>/t~ 11 ..@~)7/ i

I 2- I 3 Limited departmental final examinations; Dead
Days.
I4

MBA Toastmasters
Club, 10 a.m., BA 113, open to
all students and the public

I 4- I 9

2 I

Final Exams

Commencement

• .Jaqua~,
9

Late registration

I3

Classes begin

If your organization has an
upcoming campus event that is
free to UTPA students, the Pan
American would like to post it
here. Send it to CAS 170.
Deadline Noon Friday.

• Install new filter
• Refill up to 5 quarts Kendall® 1OW-30 oil
• Lubricate chassis (if applicable)

I

({i 11 ® ®33®<> l1 ®11 11

I I Deadline to pay for
Spring 1997 telephone registration.

OIL CHANGE & FILTEil

800-AA h
McAllen, TX 78501
(aero s from Tire Corral)
Tel. (2 IO) 63 1-5239
Beeper 386-5778

~

information and tickets.)

L
CP&.

4!,

veh;cles
Plus Waste
Disposal Fee

EDINBURG

380-0371
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CDX-52 CD CHANGER

•8x Oversampling, 1-Bit DIA
•Active Servo Control
-convenient 10-dics magazine
vertical mounting
•Horizontal
XR-C300orCassette
Reciever/ CD contoller
•25W x 4 high power output
•Unilink™ CD/MD changer control
•Full detachable face
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•Na1ural Color,;
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•Up to48 ~ heat reJCCIIOO
•L1re11me Waminty
• Vane1y or color,;
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•Smoke color. only
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•Good heat reiection

I year warranty

631 -5360 TINTING EXPRESS 1-(800)-807-5360
320 S. 10th street McAllen TX ins ide D-TRO N ICS!

re . 599.95

320 S.10TH ST. · McALLE N, TX • 7B501
6B7-323 1 · 631-901 7
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Thanksgiving whets the taste buds
Rita Castro
The Pan American
History teache that the Pilgrim and the
Indian gave thank by having a three-day celebration. Inviting family, friends and relatives
to be festive on the fourth Thur day in
November i a tradition that continue
in the United State . UTPA
tudent di cu sed
what they
anticipated
doing on
Thank giving
Day, what
the holiday
means to
them and what
they are thankful for.
Rolando Muniz, a Biology student admits
that he spend the day helping prepare the
meal. "Everybody help pitch in. I help mash
potatoe , cut cranberrie and whatever el e
needs to be done. It's a family thing."
Je se Garza, a ophomore, in General
Studie ay he i going to Austin to watch
Texa A & M play again t UT at Au tin. Garza
i blunt when he ay , "It's just another day
off." Garza admit , "I return home the day
after the game to be with my family."

Cri tina Perez, a fre hman in Computer
Science, remini ced about her family' yearly visit to Lo Aldamas, Nuevo Leon to be
with her grandparents, aunts and uncle . Perez
recalled that her family has made the visits
ince he was even. "My mom always take
a turkey, tamale , tuffing, cornbread and

other foods on our visit, " she said.
Hector Villarreal, major in Math stated,
''Thanksgiving is a time to get together and
enjoy the company of family members. It's a
time to make up for when we're not together,
and give thank for everything we have."
Jo e Vela, a Spani h major ay he i from
Mexico and ha read that the Pilgrim came in
the early hi tory of America. He says hi
mother doe not make it a point of getting up
to cook a turkey.
Jennifer Solis, a junior in Communication

ays that she looks forward to spending
Thanksgiving Day with her family. "We try
to be together on holidays," she said.
Ramon Contreras, a junior in English feels
that, "Thank giving is a time to thank God for
what he' blessed us with."
Maria Leticia Moore, a senior in
Interdisciplinary Education,
says she has revi ed her
thinking of Thanksgiving
Day. Moore says
that, "At one
...........-~ time it
wa simply a
time for
fun, and
eating."
She now
sees Thanksgiving Day as a time of loving,
giving and haring.
Based on comments by UTPA students, giving thanks and celebrating with those we care
for continues to be as important as when the
Pilgrims and Indian united to celebrate.
Students are thankful for what they have been
ble ed with throughout the year. On
Thank giving Day, they will be reuniting with
family, friends and relative to give thank for
another year.

Native trees planted on Beaver Island
Joe Lara
The Pan American
Thirty-four native species of trees will have a chance to remain off
the extinction list. A project, started more than two years ago, came to
its culmination Nov. 9th, when 11,000 trees were planted by more
than 500 volunteer students from the city of Miguel Aleman, the
Roma School District, and other volunteer groups on Beaver Island.
The island is located three miles upriver from Roma and has a 96%
germination rate, higher than that of the Santa Ana Wildlife refuge
rate.
The Saturday event began as the mayor of Miguel Aleman gave a
dedication speech to the volunteers and the Mexican press. Mayor
Santiago Gomez Stringel enthusiastically stated that the project is a
signal of a better tomorrow for our environment.
Chris Best, from the Santa Ana Wildlife Refuge, served as project
manager for the Beaver Island reforestation project. AU. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service grant served as a starting point for the countless
weekends that Best volunteered for the project. The project was also
made possible by NAFTA funds set aside for the development of ecological boundaries.
"The island will become a living laboratory that will lend itself to
science and ecological groups," said Sharon M. Cruz, executive director for Los Caminos del Rio refore tation project. Lo Caminos del
Rio is a non-profit organization that services a 200-mile binational
corridor tretching between Laredo/Nuevo Laredo to
Brown ville/Matamoro /South Padre Island. The organization' s main
goals are to enhance the co1Tidor' economie - through heritage
touri. m and ecotouri m and to preserve the historical, cultural, phy ical and ecological aspects of the co1Tidor.
Also attending wa the chairperson for the Hidalgo County

Volunteers planted 11,000 trees lo the Beaver Island Project

Historical Commission, Denice Kemp, secretary, Maria 0. Leach and
member Fay Leach. The commission is one of many groups involved
in the preservation of culture and landmarks in conjunction with Los
Caminos del Rio.
The project was stopped for a year by a lawsuit of the former owners of the island. Lack of money for irrigation halted the trees from
being panted this past spring.
The Beaver I land project has also fostered curriculum to teach
children of Miguel Aleman how to care and maintain our ecological
sy tern. The Beaver I land project hopes to serve as a medium for the
involvement of chool in the preservation of the environment.
The binational project ha created many friend hip and partner
between U .S. and Mexico official . The project i not yet fini hed
ince there i still two more year of planting, etting up, and training
of Mexican volunteer biologi t and citizens to upkeep the one milelong i land.
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Theater presents classic holid ay drama
Lydia Puente
n

Pan American

The University Theatre will round out the
fall eason with the holiday clas ic "A
Christmas Carol," pre ented at 8 p.m. Dec. 4-7
and at 2 p.m. Dec. 8 in the University Theatre.
Directed by locally famou the pian Jeff
Marquis, the play i his own adaptation from
the Charles Dickens novel.
Marquis said writing and editing the piece
wa one of the most difficult ta k he ha
faced. He aid there were many script , but
none that he felt comfortable with so he adapted his own. "I've read so many script that
were not faithfu l to the novel either in the dialogue or suggestion of the staging," he said.
Marquis decided to go back and take a traditional approach to the clas ic.
The ever-changing scenes could have preented a problem for the production if not for
et designer Tom Grabowski. Marquis aid
Grabow ki has created a revolving stage that
will help one scene transform into the next.
"If you ' re stopping to change etting that
breaks the flow of the play, but the revolving
stage solve that," he said.
Marquis is behind the helm for the first time.
He aid this experience has given him an
appreciation of what his professors went
through.

r

Bob Cratchlt (Geoff Pear on) Mrs. Cratchit
(Charlcl Conatser) Scrooge (Mauro Flores, Jr.)
and Tiny Tim (Tashlaoa Rodriquez) rehearse a
scene from " A Christmas Carol."

Another member of the production i ca t
member Mauro Flore , Jr. , who play crooge.
Flore said he was nervou at fir t becau e he
had never played a character with uch range.
"It's exciting of cour e now, but at fir t I wa
cared out of my mind," he aid.

In contra t, Geoff Pear on wa eager to play
ever-hopeful employee to old Scrooge, Bob
Cratchit. "After playing Biff in "Death of a
Sale man" I'm glad to play omeone who i
happy and full of joy," he aid.
Marqui and hi cast aid they feel the
piece touche on everal univer al theme .
Charlci Conat er, who portray Mr .Cratchit in
the play, aid the piece appeal to everyone'
en e of Chri tma pirit. "It appeal to their
hope that anyone can change, ' he aid.
Flore aid he feel part of the allure i the
upematural a pect of the play. "I think part of
it i the my tici m; there are not many
Chri tmas torie with a dark ide that yet have
a happy feeling to it," he aid.
Marqui aid it touche on fear in everyone.
"All of u have regret about the pa t and fear
of the unknown, which i the future," he aid,
"and in thi tory we ee our elve in Scrooge
and in hi journey to becoming a better peron."
Re erved eat are l Oand can be purcha ed
by phone at 381 -3581. General admis ion ticket are 5. Student , faculty and taff can
receive two free admi ion on one validated
I.D. during Pan Am nights, Dec. 2-4. During
public performance , Dec. 4-8, one admi ion
per 1.D. card i permitted. For more information call the Univer ity Theatre Box Office at
381 -3581.
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4101 Horth 2lrd McAllen

All B11rgers & Sandwiches made to order.
Large Burger I/4 lb w/mustard, lettuce, tomato, pickles &on!ons $ 1.49
Fish Sandwich 1/4 lb. Boneless Cod w/maro~ttoc,tolll.lt01&~1es$ l.99
J • U•N•' •0 •R•S Chicken w/ mayo , Iet t uce & t oma to ........ $ 1. 79

NIH ORIIIIUI

If)ll~t~

Chicken 3 pcs plate side salad fries 2 rolls, lemon &tartar sauce ..................... $ 3.49
Fish 3 pcs. plate side salad, fries, 2rolls, lemon &tartar sauce ................................. $ 3. 99
Shrimp 6 lg pcs., Side salad, fries, 2rolls, lemon &tartar saoce....·--·---·-·-· $ 4. 79
Chicken 2 steaks w/gravy, side salad, fries, 2 rolls, 1/2 Order.................. $ 3.99

Eru. Regul r Fries with any food puchase with UTPA 1.0.
Limit 1 per person per visit • not valid with any other offer

L----- ------- ------- -----

.J

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO VALLEY-WIDE

WANTED: Graphic Artists
UTPA Campus Magazine needs individuals
to create graphics on Macintosh hardware.

Convenient delivery availab!e.to businmes and mediC31 offim in Edinburg
area only with Ten dollar minimum Honday through Saturday 8 am to 2 pm

Apply CAS 170
TRY 'EM,
E

YOU

e

ENCHILADA DELIGHT
3 Enchiladas topped with plenty of chili cheese,
lettuce and tomatoes, and a 16 oz. Coke.
Rice Ole

Plenty of rice and ranchero beans,

10%DISCOUNT and a 16 oz. Coke.
to all students,
staff and faculty.
Must preserlt
UTPA /.0 .

HANDMADE FLOU R TORTILLAS. HOMEMADE RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.-SUNDAY 9:00 A.M. FOR FASTER
CALL 383-0725
SERVICE CALL AHEAD.
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Broncs trample Lackland
Oscar Gonzalez
Sports Editor
Ivan Ostarcevic pounded in 17 point to lead the Broncs to an 80-66
victory over Lackland Airforce Ba e on Saturday in front of 1,201
fan . The Bronc fini hed exhibition play with a 2-0 record.
Unlike the ee- aw battle again t the Borregos la t week, the Bronc
had thi one under control from the beginning. The Bronc jumped
ahead to a 37-29 halftime lead and never looked back. Lackland crept
up to within one in the econd half, but a Bronc ru h wa too much
for Lack.land.
Lackland filled in for an ab ent ew City Sports team, who phoned
in prior to game time and gave word that they were having tran portation difficulty and would not make the women' 5 p.m. tip-off, nor the
men ' game at 7:30.
Lack.land came into the game with a 10-6 record. Lack.land has
played other univer ities in Texa including neighboring Texas A&M-King ville. Lackland was led by 5-11 Andrew Smith. Smith, a tempermental guard, tallied 20 point before fouling out in the econd
half with 1:20 left to play.
Also coring in double digits for the Broncs were Keli Bandmann
with 11, and JeRon Allen with 13. Bandmann went 3-7 from the
floor while nailing one from three point range. Allen was 6-8 and l-1
from long distance. Rene Salamao had nine points and and even
rebounds for the Broncs. Marco LagemMann and Bandmann added
eight apiece.
Forward Kevin Nathaniel wa 6-18 for 13 point for Lackland.
Junior tran fer Shannon Howard will be out about ix week with an
ankle injury su tained during la t Tue day's exhibition bout against
Monterrey Tech. The Broncs open up the regular eason at home
again t McMurry University on Saturday at 7:30.

Reina Martonez/"' Pan Amencan

Larry Jackson takes aim at Bronc's victorious game Saturday

Stress takes toll on Holtz's game
record, unle the Iri h ju t bottomed out for two year , which would
Lou Holtz has coached hi la t sea on for the Fighting Irish and
be a treat to mo t college fan but highly unlikely!
Touchdown Je u . After 11 ea om, a the head coach, Holtz ha at la t
Thi rai e the i ue of whether Holtz' exit i either volunended the speculation on hi and otre Dame' future
tary or forced. There have been rumbling that the hard-linwith hi Tue day re ignation. The fru tration of thi ea- Mark Milam
er who run and finance the Notre Dame program wanted
son, a well as the high expectation of the school, ha
Holtz gone. The e individual upposedly do not believe
taken a toll on this fine coach. Coaching has never been
that Holtz has won enough 'big games.' Nor is he deserva profession for the timid, but for Lou Holtz the burden
ing of surpassing the mythical Knute Rockne in the
has slowly consumed him.
record books or lore of Notre Dame. If this is true
Just watching him it is clear that he i no longer the
then the program at Notre Dame has proven that
is
stress
The
master of the game and its inherent hoopla.
they are greedy and hell-bent on one aspect of coloutlined in his weary face, and the desire that once
lege sports, and that is winning, winning at all cost,
burned holes through his eyes is nearly extinguished. The
no matter what or who stands in the way.
time to move on has arrived for Holtz, a man many
It is not surprising that they feel this way, just sort of
thought would remain at Notre Dame until God called him up
ad in a more enlightened view of ports and athletto coach his team ... You know football fan have to believe
ics. Professional sports, and Notre Dame and
there is football in heaven, especially Iri h fanatic !
their fat television contracts, big football budNotre Dame was expected, a in every year, to hunt down
gets fit right in there, are all about the present. The
and claim the national championship - but through a serie of
'what have you done for me lately?' attitude is a quite common
poorly executed game and the will of their opponents that dream
respon e from fan and players. You are judge for the pre ent and its
was cut hort, leaving many to wonder, what wa wrong with the
failure , not for the past and its glory. Lou Holtz probably realized this
Fighting Iri h ? What wa wrong with Holtz ? These question
but never imagined it would be forced upon him.
inevitably were a ked by the coach him elf, and we could only as ume
In the end I wish Lou Holtz well. ever being a upporter or
that it was this doubt and uncertainty that forced Holtz to announce his
admirer of Notre Dame athletics, I will not miss him or his prowe s on
departure.
the field, but I will always remember his character and dignity. Two
Yet before the book i closed on thi man and coach, one mu t recaspects that are in short supply in all the arenas of athletic competition.
ognize his accomplishments on the field. In the 130 games that he
After 11 sea ons there are many memorie and images that will
coached Holtz led hi team to victory 99 times. That is a 76% winning
ratio, a statement that few in the rank of college football can match. In never be era ed in our mind and in the record books, but above all of
that there will alway be the man who carried him elf on and off the
term of Notre Dame, Holtz is second on the list of winning coaches,
field with highe t en e of purpo e and motivation ... and a a football
falling ju t hort of the legendary Knute Rockne and hi 105 career
puri t I can a k for nothing greater in a competitor. Carry on Lou, let
took
k.ne
Ro
,
on
ea
11
in
99
wins. The amazing thing is Holtz won
pint you pre erved be your guide for now and in the future.
the
where
13 trip:-. before compiling his total, which causes one to ponder
Holtz woulJ be with two more sea-,ons ... Obviously he would break the

Hitting
The Board

Bucky's BADger behaVior
earns date in court
Pual Alongi
University of Wisconsin
Bucky, university mascot, was arrested for
body passing during the fourth quarter of the
Wisconsin-Minnesota football game.
It all started when Bucky tried to rile up fan
in the vicinity of sections O and P as the
Badgers ' team entered the final moments of their
45-28 triumph over the Golden Gophers.
An overzealous fan lifted Bucky and passed
him toward the top of the stadium.
"What scared me the most was that people
were starting to say 'Over! Over! Over!"' said
James Keefe, the man inside the Bucky Badger
suit, who changed into a green shirt and tan vest
for a television appearance Monday night.
By the time he reached row 48, police officers
had pulled Keefe down. Town of Madison Police
Sgt. Burt Boldebuck said he tried to yell commands to Keefe through the bulky Badger headdress.
Keefe, however, ignored the officer and started slapping high-fives with fans.
According to the police report, Boldebuck and
another officer escorted Keefe to the police
booth, where he reiterated time and again he did
not hear Boldebuck's commands. Nevertheless,
Keefe was issued a $141 citation for body passing.
''When we got in there, I still couldn't believe

it." Keefe said. "I wa cracking joke left and
right. And then he a ked me for my last name
and I told him 'Badger, that's B-A-D-G- E-R,'
and he wa really up et about it."
Finally, Keefe, who had played Badger for his
final game, was e corted out of the tadium.
However, the Bucky Badger show did not
stop there. Keefe handed hi co tume over to a
fellow Bucky Squad member who played ma cot
for the re t of the game.
Keefe' court date i et for 9 a.m. Dec. 6.
Although he could imply pay the $141 fine and
have the incident over with, Keefe plan to contest it.
"If I write out that check, that' aying that I
planned to do a body pas and that's omething I
didn't plan on and that's something I need to
prove," Keefe aid.
Hosts of the morning how on 2104, Marc
Anthony and Vicki McKenna, are upporting
Keefe this week with their "Pas the Buck for
Bucky" programs.
They ask listeners to call in and pledge $1 to
'The Bucky Defense Fund" to help Keefe with
his legal fees .
'The ground well of upport has been awesome," Anthony said the night after the first
fund-raiser, where he helped pull in about $25 .
"What the great thing about it is, i that they
didn' t even call me. I got the upport like that,"
Keefe said while he snapped hi finger .
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Michelle Hinton anticipates shot
during Lady Bronc's scrimmage
Saturday.
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•Free 1st month service when you
activate your pager
•Free crystal change
•UTPA students 20% discount on
airtime w/ I.D. card
•Airtime as low as $5.95
921 S. Closner Suite A., Edinburg• 316-1667

20 N . Closner N . HWY. 281
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539

kinko•s

the copy center

ff: PR t1h ls t,i~!

LATE NIGHT COPIES

8:00PM till Miduight

311 2¢ ~1

8.5"

i

I I· reg. White Bond

COUPON EXPIRES S/31 /97

Color Copies • Binding

DOUBLE YOUR DOLLARS AT

-

1

IBM & Ii Desktop Publishing

r---------------------

AIIM~o~c~:,~a~~~-pt,d

Just Bring in this Coupon for

Self
Serve
•
Copies

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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'ettlf,

Open 2·• HOL'RS • 7 DJp J \\ 'eek
lllill S. !Och St. • i\lcAll-11 . , X
(210) <,X2--iU40 • bx(2 IOJ (1K~- .. 1il3

r----------------------------GOT A IPEEDlftG

1

TICKET?

IAUGII IT AWAY
.
CAIi

Ill a:.. rr Ir <D 11 co fl IF' 1.D. lll
The Valley's 1st Oo•~t Defensive Driving School.
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1901 W. Tyler
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"Our Name Says It All•

: Buy one chicken dinner and get a second one
1FREE during the month of November with this
coupon and your student I.D. card.
I

Visit Us for a
Christmas Gift
Our Gift to You

When You Move in
During November
You Get

Dec.FREET

--::.:. '):.:ai'•--- .:. -<

When you purchase a new pager from ROYAL PAGING or
affiliated sub-stations there will be *FREE ACTIVATIONS!
also *FREE CONVERSIONS *$10 processing fee
Professional Building
711 Nolana, Suite 202-D
McAllen, TX 78504

H>)~
Main Office

221 E. University Drive
Edinburg, TX 78539

«~11 ) .

Edinburg
Sub-station

125 Daniel Salinas Blvd
Donna, Tx 78537

30

160

Eyeglassexam
Contact lens exam

~

Vision Care
(Includes a FREE pair of colored or clear disposable
contact lenses.) Each exam includes diagnosis of cataracts. glaucoma,
eye muscle problems. eye infections and other eye conditions.

E~·c Care Assol"ialcs at \\'AL-1\'IART
(acros.., from the Un1vcrs1ty of Texa!II-Pan Am e ricnn)

l>r. Lora"-· :\lartim·z. 0.1>.

• Pool

318-1095

• Covered Parking
• Laundry Facilities
• Large Closet
• Walking Distance to UTPA

15% Discount with UTPA I.D.

Champion Garden Apartments

«~10)~

1802 We t Samano • Edinburg, TX

Donna
Sub-station

Phone 383-7651

*IF CUSTOMER HAS ITS OWN PAGER THREE MONTH COMMITMENT REQUIRED

•
•
•
•
•

Hair Styling
Manicures
Pedicures
Makeovers
Facials & Waxing
4800 North 10th • McAllen, Texas 78504
(Upstairs above Pepper 's Restaurant)

631-7121 • 384-6409

'1'/atU~~
IN,~oJIJ.

FULL SET - $ 30

Includes French Manicure and American Hanicure
Special lasts thru 11/30/96 • Regular price S35
10% discount on fill only w/UTPA I. D

2028 W. University Dr. • Edinburg

380-6588

For Rent
2 BR/2 BA & 2 BR/ 11/2BA
Swimming Pool • Laundry Room • Walking
Distance to UTPA • Shopping Center

31®-ID}~,

0

$1$~®4,

305 North Montevideo Apt. 17
Edinburg, Texas 78539

•
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How do I cook thee , let me coun t the ways
Great chefs offer turkey cooking advice
(AP) Making plan for your holiday meal? If turkey i on the menu,
ome well-known chef and cookbook author have tip for cooking
and preparing the bird.
• David Burke, chef, Park Avenue Cafe, ew York: For a unique preentation of your holiday bird, remove the wing from the whole
turkey, cut off the tip and boil them until tender. Then remove the
bone from the wing and form a pocket in which to fill with tuffing.
Place next to the un tuffed whole bird in a roa ting pan and roast as
recipe direct .
• Rozanne Gold, author ''Recipe 1-2-3": For a tender, ucculent
turkey, submerge the whole turkey or brea t in a pot filled with cold
water and a pound of ko her alt. Soak for ix hour in the refngerator.
Remove turkey from pot and pat dry. Place in a roa ting pan and cover
with foil. Roa t a recipe directs, removing foil for the last 45 minute.
of cooking time.
• Pri cilia Martel, chef-con ultant, All About Food, Che ter, Conn.:
In tead of u ing black pepper to eason the outside and in ide cavity of
the bird, u e cayenne pepper.
• Don Pintabona, chef, Robert DeNiro' Tribeca Grill, ew York: For
a cri p-on-the-outside, juicy-on-the in ide bird, place the whole turkey
or brea t in a 500-degree F oven for 45 minutes until it turns golden
brown. Cover with foil and reduce heat to 375 degree F to 400 degree
F. For the last 15 minute of cooking time, remove the foil and increa e
the heat to 450 degree F.
• Marice} Presilla, culinary historian and cookbook author: Shred leftover cooked turkey and combine it with sauteed onion, garlic, red and
green pepper , rai in and almond . Serve with rice and beans.
• David Ruggerio, chef, Le Chantilly and Maxim' re taurants, ew
York: Season the inside and outside of the bird the day before cooking.
"Thi way the ea oning will fully ab orb into the turkey meat creating mouthwatering flavor," Ruggerio say .

Tommy the turkey struts his stuff at his home In Edinburg. At pre time, his family has no
Intention of stuffing him for Thanksgiving. They con Ider him a pet.

Provided by:@ Shady Brook Fanns

NOW OPEN! Our Exciting New
Young Contemporary Store

'tfnfque~
R•~P•Gi ..
~E>~E>
C~ll.¥1~ Kll.i.!~
~§P!a!Y.
(i!Ji. __
"14 .SN2i._
G-!Ji. __ .SN2i._

EverYthina for the ContemPOrarY
Youna Woman
REGISTER FOR A

$200 c:u;rff'que5 SHOPPING SPREE

lovember 22nd

Daron Horwood
Back by popular reque t
Listen to KTEX & 8-104
for advance ticket outlets

After a pectacular performance
back in September,
ORWOOD returns to
DARO
HILLBILLY'S for an encore
sh w and dance for all tho e who
enj yed hi first how and those
who mi sed 1t.
For more mformation call:
781-2029 / 687-l 106

Hilmilly's BODO I. 10th
McAllen, TX
75C DRAFT ALL NIGHT
75C RED DOG
99C ALL BAR DRINKS
99C TEQUILA SHOTS
99C SCHNAPPS
99C BULL RIDES

Drawing to be held Wednesday, November 27, 1996 at 5:00 p.m. Need not to be present to wm
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Birthday: _ _ _ _ __

Village Oaks • 4300 N. 10th St • McAllen. TX 78504 • 12101 971 -0200 • Next to Sylv1a·s

NO COVER ALL NIGHT

Wednesday&Thursday

HillBilly's BDDD N. 10th McAllen, TX

